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Laindon Park Primary School Behaviour Policy 

 

AIMS 

The aim of this policy is to create an ethos and environment that will develop children into 

individuals that are: 

Happy 

Courteous 

Confident 

Tolerant 

Respectful of their own and others needs and rights 

Emotionally literate 

 

We also aim to: 

Enable the children to make the “right choices” in terms of their actions and reactions. 

Enable children to recognise that their emotional state may affect their behaviour.  

Develop a caring and positive attitude towards others, the environment and property. 

Foster an awareness of good citizenship. 

Develop links between home and school, which will provide children with a framework of 

acceptable standards of social skills and behaviour. 

 

PRINCIPLES 

 

Everyone is expected to consistently support the school ethos, routines and policies for the 

mutual benefit and safety of all concerned.  Behaviour management is the collective 

responsibility of all staff, governors, parents and pupils. 

Good relationships and communication between home and school must be fostered. 

Everyone must be treated as being of equal value in what they bring to the school, regardless 

of gender, religion, ethnic or cultural background and positive stereotypes, where appropriate, 

should be encouraged. 

Management of undesirable behaviour, by all members of staff, must be fair, consistent and 

immediate. 

Managing pupil behaviour is not simply about responding to inappropriate behaviour, but 

about creating conditions which encourage positive behaviour. Rules, rewards and sanctions 

should be devised in consultation with pupils and parents, stated positively; clear and specific; 

understood by all pupils and frequently reinforced in a positive way. 

School staff, pupils and parents should all be clear of the high standards of behaviour 

expected of all pupils at all times. The behaviour policy should be supported and backed-up 

by senior staff and the head teacher. 

 

 

THE ROLE OF THE STAFF 
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All teachers, support staff and MDAs share a collective responsibility for promoting good 

behaviour and managing behaviour problems positively. 

Good relationships are key between children, teachers, LSAs and Midday staff. All staff 

should work positively to support this relationship. 

They should model, promote and reinforce positive behaviour throughout the school.  

Seeking help, advice and co-operation from other colleagues is a positive, professional means 

of ensuring that behaviour management is seen as the collective responsibility of all members 

of staff.  Teachers are advised to seek support from the SLT when the have concerns about the 

behaviour of a child. 

All staff need to be aware of individuals rights and responsibilities when dealing with 

behaviour.  All serious incidents must be referred to the SLT. 

Teachers should ensure that Circle Time and PHSE are timetabled as part of the curriculum 

and the content is linked to the needs of the children.  

 

THE ROLE OF THE PUPILS 

 

Pupils will be expected to: 

 show respect for all staff, teaching and non-teaching, Midday and office staff, and any 

visitors to the school. 

 behave in a reasonable and polite manner to all staff and other pupils. 

 conduct themselves in a safe sensible manner around the school and to show regard 

for others. 

 walk on the left hand side of the corridor. 

 follow reasonable instructions given by the Class teacher or any other adult in the 

classroom. 

 show respect for the opinions and beliefs of others. 

 complete all class work in the manner required. 

 

AROUND THE SCHOOL 

 

Orderly behaviour is important to maintain a calm, secure atmosphere and ensure safety for 

all concerned.  It is the collective responsibility of all members of staff to consistently praise 

good behaviour and to address inappropriate behaviours they may encounter around school. 

Teachers should escort children to the hall at assembly and lunchtimes, making sure the 

children walk on the left hand side of the corridor.  This should ensure a safe and steady 

passage for all pupils and members of staff moving around the school.  

 

PLAYGROUND 

 

To promote positive behaviours on the playground, the following action should be taken: 

Staff on duty should be on the playground before the start of playtime to receive children 

from other classes. Support staff should position themselves by the hall doors to ensure that 

children enter and leave the building in an orderly fashion. 
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Most minor misdemeanours should be dealt with by the teachers on duty. More serious 

behaviour problems may be reported to the class teacher, Deputy Head or Head Teacher as 

necessary. 

 

 

 

WET BREAK 

 

To promote positive behaviours during wet break the following actions should be taken: 

Children should be supervised at all times by staff. 

Break time should be kept within normal times so as not to cause disruption. 

Children should be adequately occupied. 

A “wet play” activity box, with paper, pencils, crayons, magazines, etc is available in the 

corridor, and could be supervised by sensible monitors. 

Children should be sent to the toilet a few at a time. 

 

LUNCH TIME 

 

To promote positive behaviour during lunchtimes the following actions should be taken: 

The Class teacher and the children should know the name of the midday assistant designated 

to their classroom. 

Children going home for lunch should be reminded of the correct time to return to school for 

the afternoon session. 

Children should be reminded about expectations of behaviour at lunchtimes. 

A designated member of the lunchtime staff will be on the playground to work with groups of 

children, initiating games and ensuring all children are included in an activity. 

 

Wet lunch arrangements should be made clear to both children and the Midday assistants. 

 Children should be adequately occupied. 

 Wet play activities are available for each classroom, supervised by the Midday 

assistants.  

 Children should be sent to the toilet a few at a time 

 

REWARDS & DISCIPLINE STRATEGIES 

Children should be taught to make the right choices. 

Children should realise that misbehaviour will be dealt with and that their undesirable actions 

will have consequences which they must accept. 

Pupils should expect fair and consistently applied sanctions for unacceptable behaviour. 

Positive behaviour should always be recognised and highlighted as a good role model. 

The De-escalation script, provided to members of staff and the MDAs should be used 

wherever possible, in order to avoid a situation becoming heated. 

ABC forms should be completed by staff when a more serious incident has taken place.  A 

copy of this form should be retained, and copies should be given to Class Teachers and the 

Headteacher. 
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For extreme and potentially dangerous behaviour incidents, please refer to a member of the 

Senior Leadership Team. 

 

IN CLASS 

 

Staff must treat each day as a new start and unacceptable behaviour will be dealt with by 

using the Green, Amber, Red system: 

 All children start on Green each day.  

 Firstly use positive praise of children around the disruptive child, followed by a visual 

or auditory reminder. 

 If there is a second visual/auditory reminder, then the child’s name moves to Amber, 

thus incurring a sanction, losing minutes of break-time appropriate to the age of the 

child.   

 If the disruption continues, move the child onto Red and send them to Mrs Portoles. 

 If a child goes into the Red zone three times, Mrs Portoles will ring parents.  

 If a child displays consistently good behaviour, then their name can move up to the 

Silver Zone, which will attract a Headteachers Award. 

 Children can then progress to the Gold Zone, which will result in a letter or postcard 

to parents from Mrs Portoles, celebrating the achievement. 

 For serious breaches of behaviour within class, eg racist language, the child should be 

sent to the Head Teacher with a note explaining the reason for them being sent. 

 

PLAYTIME 

 

 A visual or auditory warning may suffice for low/mild level disruption. 

 For continued disruption the child will be sent to stand on the fence for 5 minutes. 

 For serious breaches of behaviour the child should be sent to a senior leader. 

 Children acting as Peer Mediators (Problem Solvers) will be on duty to try and help 

resolve any conflicts between friends.  They will wear a badge for easy identification.  

The Problem Solvers have collaboratively written 2 sets of “Golden Rules”, one for 

each Key Stage. (See Appendix). 

 

LUNCHTIME 

 

 A visual or auditory warning may suffice for low/mild level disruption. 

 For continued disruption the child will be sent to stand on the fence for 5 minutes. 

 For serious breaches of behaviour the child should be sent to a senior Midday 

Assistant, who will complete an ABC form and may refer the matter to the Head 

Teacher. 

 Wherever possible, the De-escalation script should be used, in an attempt to defuse 

any potential situations that may arise. 
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Outside School 

 

 Subject to the behaviour policy, teachers may discipline pupils for:  

  misbehaviour when the pupil is:  

 taking part in any school-organised or school-related activity or  

 travelling to or from school or  

 wearing school uniform or  

 in some other way identifiable as a pupil at the school.  

 or misbehaviour at any time, whether or not the conditions above apply, that:  

  could have repercussions for the orderly running of the school  

 poses a threat to another pupil or member of the public or  

 may adversely affect the reputation of the school.  
 

 When on any school trip, regardless of how far travelled, the children are 

representative of Laindon Park Primary School.  There is an expectation that they 

adhere to the principles of the Behaviour Policy at all times. 

 

 

STRATEGIES FOR DEALING WITH DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOUR 

The following strategies should be used by Midday assistants when dealing with behavioural 

problems. 

 Look for signs of trouble or distress – huddles of children, facial expressions, tempers 

rising, jeering, hanging onto clothing, chasing or being chased, play fighting, a child 

lying down, rough games, a child on their own looking lost or lonely. 

 Listen carefully to both sides of a dispute, moving into the children’s space and 

dispersing those not involved.  If necessary, find a quiet place to talk and encourage 

children to reflect on their behaviour and its effect on others. 

 Encourage children to discuss and solve own problems where appropriate. Encourage 

Problems Solvers to assist in mediating any problems. 

 Be sure to carry out any agreed action. 

 Suggest time away from each other as a cooling off period. 

 Ask child/children to walk around with the Midday Supervisor for an agreed period of 

time. 

 Consistent or serious behaviour must be referred to the Head Teacher. 

 

SANCTIONS 

 

Children who make poor behaviour choices at lunch time will have a time out session against 

the fence for a set amount of time. 

Children who continue to choose to ignore the playground rules will be removed from the 

playground and referred to a senior leader so that the remaining children can enjoy a peaceful 

and productive lunch time. 

For repeated offenders, parents will be invited into school to discuss their child’s behaviour 

and how best they can be supported. 
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USE OF REASONABLE FORCE 

 

In 2013, the Government issued some guidelines for school staff on the use of reasonable 

force when dealing with unacceptable behaviour.  Some of these guidelines are set out below: 

 

What is reasonable force?  

 The term ‘reasonable force’ covers the broad range of actions used by most teachers at 

some point in their career that involve a degree of physical contact with pupils.  

 Force is usually used either to control or restrain. This can range from guiding a pupil to 

safety by the arm through to more extreme circumstances such as breaking up a fight or 

where a student needs to be restrained to prevent violence or injury.  

 Reasonable in the circumstances’ means using no more force than is needed.  

 As mentioned above, schools generally use force to control pupils and to restrain them. 

Control means either passive physical contact, such as standing between pupils or blocking 

a pupil's path, or active physical contact such as leading a pupil by the arm out of a 

classroom. 

 Restraint means to hold back physically or to bring a pupil under control. It is typically 

used in more extreme circumstances, for example when two pupils are fighting and refuse 

to separate without physical intervention.  

 School staff should always try to avoid acting in a way that might cause injury, but in 

extreme cases it may not always be possible to avoid injuring the pupil.  

 

 

Who can use reasonable force?  

 

 All members of school staff have a legal power to use reasonable force as stated in Section 

93, Education and Inspections Act, 2006.  

 This power applies to any member of staff at the school. It can also apply to people whom 

the headteacher has temporarily put in charge of pupils such as unpaid volunteers or 

parents accompanying students on a school organised visit.  

 Schools do not require parental consent to use force on a student. 

 Schools acknowledge their legal duty to make reasonable adjustments for disabled children 

and children with special educational needs (SEN). 

 By taking steps to ensure that staff, pupils and parents are clear about when force might be 

used, the school will reduce the likelihood of complaints being made when force has been 

used properly. 

 

When can reasonable force be used?  

 

 Reasonable force can be used to prevent pupils from hurting themselves or others, from 

damaging property, or from causing disorder. 

 In a school, force is used for two main purposes – to control pupils or to restrain them.  
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 The decision on whether or not to physically intervene is down to the professional 

judgement of the staff member concerned and should always depend on the individual 

circumstances.  

 The following list is not exhaustive but provides some examples of situations where 

reasonable force can and cannot be used. 

 

Schools can use reasonable force to:  

 remove disruptive children from the classroom where they have refused to follow an 

instruction to do so;  

 prevent a pupil behaving in a way that disrupts a school event or a school trip or visit;  

 prevent a pupil leaving the classroom where allowing the pupil to leave would risk their 

safety or lead to behaviour that disrupts the behaviour of others;  

 prevent a pupil from attacking a member of staff or another pupil, or to stop a fight in the 

playground.  

 restrain a pupil at risk of harming themselves through physical outbursts.  

 

Schools cannot:  

 use force as a punishment – it is always unlawful to use force as a punishment. 

 

STAFF TRAINING 

Schools need to take their own decisions about staff training. The headteacher should consider 

whether members of staff require any additional training to enable them to carry out their 

responsibilities and should consider the needs of the pupils when doing so.  

 

 

CELEBRATING POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR 

 

Positive Praise  

Highlighting examples of positive behaviour 

Stickers 

Certificates 

The whole-school “house” system.  Children earn house points for a range of achievements, 

relating to behaviour and academic achievements.   

Zones of Regulation  

 

CELEBRATION ASSEMBLIES 

 

There is a weekly celebration assembly when the following successes are shared: 

 Individual children’s behaviour is celebrated by Class teachers. 

 Individual children’s good work is celebrated by Class teachers. 

 Certificates from the Midday Assistants for good behaviour at lunchtime. 

 The Midday Assistants will write the names of children who show good behaviour on 

the silver board in the hall.  These children will be mentioned in the next day’s 

assembly.  

 Reader/Mathematician of the Week 
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 The whole-school House system The winning House each week is presented with the 

House Cup, decorated with a coloured ribbon, and qualify for a reward, which could 

be time using the tablets, extra play, etc. 

 

There is a monthly celebration assembly when the following is celebrated: 

 Birthdays during the previous month. 

 Attendance – A trophy is awarded to the class with the highest percentage attendance 

during the previous month 

 Attendance – certificates are presented to children who have 100% attendance for that 

month. 

 

 

COMMUNICATION AND PARENTAL PARTNERSHIP 

 

High priority is given to clear communication within the school and to a positive partnership 

with parents/carers, since these are crucial in promoting and maintaining high standards of 

behaviour. Where the behaviour of a child gives cause for concern, it is important that all 

adults working with that child are aware of these concerns and of the steps being taken in 

response.   

The key professional in this process of communication is the Class teacher, who has the initial 

responsibility for the child’s welfare.  Early warnings of concerns should be communicated to 

the Head Teacher so that strategies can be discussed and agreed, before more formal steps are 

required.   

A positive partnership with parents/carers is crucial to building trust and developing a 

common approach to behaviour expectations and strategies for dealing with problems.  

Parental participation in many aspects of school life is encouraged.  This participation assists 

the development of positive relationships in which parents/carers are more likely to be 

responsive if the school requires their support in dealing with difficult issues of unacceptable 

behaviour.  The school will communicate policy and expectations to parents/carers.  Where 

behaviour is causing concern, parents/carers will be informed at an early stage and given 

opportunities to discuss the situation.  Parental support will be sought in devising a plan of 

action within this policy, and further disciplinary action will be discussed with them as 

necessary. Home-school behaviour books play a very important part in the communication 

process, because they enable an ongoing dialogue between parent/carer and teacher.  
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Appendix 

“Golden Rules” Key Stage 1 

 Be kind  

 Include others in our games 

 Tidy up 

 Be friendly and look after your friends 

 Never be a bully 

 Be helpful and look after others 

 Tell someone if you need help 

 Be truthful 

 

“Golden Rules” Key Stage 2 

 Be thoughtful and sensible 

 Be friendly  

 No pushing 

 Be truthful 

 Don’t let anybody be lonely-allow other people to join in games 

 Play fair 

 Be nice 

 Don’t lose your temper 

 Forgive people 

 Respect others 

 Be patient 

 

 

 

 

 


